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By a graph G we shall mean a finite non-empty set V of points together 
with a prescribed set 8 of unordered pairs of distinct points of V. When it 
is important to delineate the vertex set V and edge set L‘, we will write 
G = (V, 8). 
A finite sequence, 01 = (P,, , z:~ , 1’2 ,..., P,), of distinct vertices of G is 
called a path provided (2~~ , ~1; !~1\ E L for i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., ii - 1. By a cycle 
we shall mean a sequence il: = (L.~, L’~ ,..., ~‘,,-r , z’,) such that zl,, = u, and 
(PO ) L’1 ,...) LJ,+~) and (L.~ , z12 ,..., z:,,) are paths. We call a cycle irreducible if 
it contains no diagonals; that is, for ~~~ , pi vertices of 01, (P, , vj]- E 8 implies 
1 i - j j = 1 or 17 - 1. If N = (ItO , L’r ,..., DJ we say that the length of LY is n. 
In a recent paper with E. L. Sanders [I], we considered the following 
graph-theoretic construct. Let G, = (V, , SJ and G, = (V, , 8,) with 
V, n V, = G. If f: V, + V, is a bjjection, we let G, -f - G, be the 
graph having vertex set VI u C’, and edge set G, u 6, u 8, , where 
8f = {{x,f(,u)}I x E V,]. In this note we are concerned with conditions on 
the manufactured graph G, -f - G, which will ensure that the bijection 
f is an isomorphism from G1 to G, . In particular, we focus on the case in 
which G, and G, are trees, that is, connected acyclic graphs. 
THEOREM. If T, = (VI , 6J and T2 = (V, , 6,) are trees and if 
f : VI + V, is a bijection, then f is an isomorphism if and o&y ifall irreduc- 
ible cycles in T, - f - T, haue length four. 
Proof. Suppose f is not an isomorphism. Then either there is an edge 
(x, y1\ E 8, for which {f(x), f( y): $ r” , 2 or there exists an edge {s, t} E g2 
such that (f-l(s),fP1(t>] $ 6, . Considering the first case we see that, 
since T, is connected, there is a path, in T, , joiningf(x) andf( y). Denote 
this path by (f(x), t, , t, ,..., tk ,f(y)) and note that, since {f(x).f(v)l 6 B,, 
this path has length greater than or equal to two. 
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Clearly 
is an irreducible cycle in T, - f - T, having length greater than or equal 
to five. A dual argument can be used when the inverse image of an edge in 
Tz fails to be an edge in TX. 
We now turn our attention to proving the necessity of our condition on 
irreducible cycles in T’ -f - T2 . Our argument will be facilitated by 
appeal to the figure below. 
If f is an isomorphism then there can be no cycles in TI -f - T, of 
length three since this would contradict the assumption thatfis one-to-one. 
There do exist irreducible cycles of length four since, if (x, JI) E 6, , then 
{J(x),f(‘~)) E 6’S so that {x,~(x),~(Y), j’, x] is an irreducible cycle of 
length four in TI -f - T2. Suppose 01 = (L’,, , vr ,..., z:,J is a longest 
irreducible cycle in T, - J - T2 and that the length of OL is greater than 
four. We may assume without loss of generality that u,, E V, and vk-,. E V, , 
for otherwise we just relabel the points so that z10 corresponds to the point 
z:~ , where i is the smallest index for which z’~ E V, and tiiUI E V, . Since f is 
one-to-one it follows that vr E VI and z:,~+ E V, . Furthermore it must also 
be the case that zjke3 E V, and up E VI since if, say v2 E V2, then, because f 
is an isomorphism, we have {v2 , ~l~-~} E 8, . But this gives us a cycle 
(% 3 z; , P, , ZQ~-~ , z+J which contradicts either the irreducibility of 01 or 
our assumption that the length of 01 is greater than four. A similar argument 
ensures that ~~~~~ E V2 . Consider the points f-1(~)R-z),f-1(vk_3)) E VI and 
f(~~), f(z+) E V, . Since f is an isomorphism we have the edges in TI -f - T, 
as indicated in the figure below. Construct the cycle 
cx' = (I+ , q+1 ,f(Vl),f(V,), z'p , v3 >..., %-3 ,f-l(z~,-3),f-l(v,-z), Zl"l. 
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FIGURE 1 
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This new cycle has length equal to length cx + 2. Furthermore I’ is an 
irreducible cycle. This can be established by examination of each of the 
new vertices and by repeated appeal to (i) the irreducibility of pi, (ii) the 
one-to-oneness off, and (iii) the acyclicity of TI and T2 . In view of this 
contradiction, Tl -f - rz can contain no irreducible cycles of length 
other than four. 
Remark. One may wonder whether or not we may replace “trees” in 
the preceding theorem by “connected graphs,” that is, whether the condi- 
tion that every irreducible cycle in G1 - f - G, having points in both G, 
and G, must have length four when J’ is an isomorphism must hold. 
Figure 2, a simple example with G, and G, “squares” and f the 
isomorphism given by yi = f(xi), i = 0. 1,2, 3, shows this is not so since 
is an irreducible cycle of length six. 
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